Abstract. We investigate effective properties of uncountable free abelian groups. We show that identifying free abelian groups and constructing bases for such groups is often computationally hard, depending on the cardinality. For example, we show, under the assumption V " L, that there is a first-order definable free abelian group with no first-order definable basis.
Introduction
How complicated is it to find a basis of a free abelian group? Can it be done recursively, as we do when building bases for vector spaces? Here by a basis we mean a subset which is both linearly independent and spans the whole group (with integer, rather than rational coefficients). The difficulty is that unlike vector spaces, free abelian groups can contain maximal linearly independent subsets which are not bases. For countable groups, there is a strengthening of linear independence, originally used by Pontryagin [28] , which allows us to recover a recursive construction. This notion generalises p-independence, which is widely used in the study of torsion-free abelian groups. Recall that a subgroup H of a torsion-free abelian group G is pure if G X QH " H; that is, if for all n P Z and all h P H, if n divides h in G then it also divides it in H. Definition 1.1. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group. A subset A Ď G is Pindependent if it is linearly independent and its span is a pure subgroup of G.
Note that any subset of a P -independent set is also P -independent. Let Z ω " À kPN Z denote the countably generated free abelian group. The following is implicit in Pontryagin's work, and is stated in the following way, for example, in Downey and Melnikov's [5] (who generalised it to completely decomposable groups).
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that B Ă Z
ω is a finite P -independent subset; let g P Z ω . Then there is a finite P -independent B 1 Ě B such that g P SpanpBq.
Again, to be specific, SpanpBq is the set of elements of G of the form ř m i a i where a i P B and m i P Z; B is a basis of Z ω if it is linearly independent and spans Z ω , if and only if Z ω " À bPB Zb. Of course every basis of Z ω must be Pindependent. Proposition 1.2 tells us that a basis for Z ω can be built recursively, repeatedly extending finite P -independent subsets while ensuring that the next element of the group (in some arbitrary ω-enumeration of the elements of the group) belongs to the span of the basis that we are building. Can this process be mimicked when we are given an uncountable free abelian group? We know that there is no important difference between countable and uncountable vector spaces. A basis for a vector space can be built by transfinite recursion, extending as usual at successor steps and taking unions at limit stages. Searching the literature, we found no such construction for uncountable free abelian groups. The purpose of this paper is to show that in most cases, such a construction cannot be performed. One key point is that Proposition 1.2 heavily relies on the fact that B is finite.
1 A recursive construction can get stuck at a limit stage: we can find elements a 1 , a 2 , . . . , of a free abelian group G such that each finite initial segment ta 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n u can be extended to a basis of G, but such that the countable set ta 1 , a 2 , . . . u cannot be extended to a basis of G. We thank Alexander Melnikov for pointing out to us the following construction, which was known to Fuchs. Example 1.3. Let G " Z ω`1 be a copy of the countably generated free abelian group, with a basis reordered in order-type ω`1: let te 0 , e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e ω u be a basis of G. For i ă ω let u i " p i e i`eω , where p 0 , p 1 , . . . is an enumeration of the prime numbers.
The set U " tu 0 , u 1 , . . . u is P -independent: if p j ř a i p i e i`ř a i e ω then p j a i p i and p j ř a i ; it follows that p j a i for all i ‰ j, and so must also divide a j . Proposition 1.2 implies that any finite subset of U can be extended to a basis of G. However, U cannot be extended to a basis of G. Suppose otherwise. Extending to a basis and taking a finite subset, we can find a finite set V Ă G such that e ω P SpanpV q and V Y U is P -independent. There is some n such that V is spanned by te 0 , e 1 , . . . , e ω uzte n u. Let H " SpanpV Y tu n uq. We show that H is not pure, contradicting the P -independence of V Y U . This is because p n e n " u n´eω is an element of H; but e n R H. In fact for any h P H, if h " ř iďω α i e i then p n α n ; u n is the only generator that can contribute anything in the n th standard coordinate.
To make this statement formal we use the tools of mathematical logic, in particular definability and computability. We fix an uncountable cardinal κ and show that ‚ For any ∆ 1 1 κ-Turing degree d, there are κ-computable free abelian groups G with no d-computable basis. In particular, there is a first-order definable free abelian group of size κ with no first-order definable basis. Before we explain further, we state two important caveats. The first is that this non-definability result holds for most cardinals κ but not for all of them. It is known to fail at some singular cardinals, such as ℵ ω . Even among regular cardinals, we do not know how to show this for weakly compact ones. The second caveat is that throughout we make a non-trivial set-theoretic assumption: that all sets are constructible. While this is often harmless when uncountable computability is concerned, it does leave open the possibility that the picture is different under other, possibly strong, set-theoretic assumptions.
Groups in computable algebra and set theory. The study of effective procedures in group theory goes back to work of Max Dehn [4] on finitely presented groups, and in fields, rings and vector spaces to work of Hermann [20] , van der Waerden [33] , and explicitly using computability to Rabin [29] , Maltsev [25] , Fröhlich and Shepherdson [12] , and Metakides and Nerode (for example [26] ). The basic idea is to study how effective algebraic objects and processes are. For example, famously, Novikov and Boone (see for example [27, 2] ) showed that the word problem in groups may fail to be solved effectively; the same holds for conjugacy and isomorphism questions. Similarly, Higman's embedding theorem [21] characterises embeddability into finitely presented groups using an effective criterion.
The key notion is that of a computable group: this is one whose collection of elements is a computable set (say of natural numbers), and the group operation can be performed effectively (computably). Key questions are: (a) which groups have computable copies? and (b) how similar or different are various computable copies of the same group? One possible answer for the second question is encapsulated in the notion of computable categoricity, meaning that all computable copies are isomorphic via computable isomorphisms; informally, this means that all computable copies have the same computable properties. For example, finitely generated free abelian groups are computably categorical, since a bijection between two finite bases effectively lifts to an isomorphism of the groups.
Very few groups are computably categorical, and so it makes sense to consider weakenings of this notion by allowing the help of the jump operator. For example, we say that a group is ∆ 0 2 -categorical if any two computable copies are isomorphic via a ∆ 0 2 (0 1 -computable) isomorphism. For a free abelian group, the complexity of isomorphisms with a standard computable copy (with a computable basis) is the same as the complexity of bases. In [5] , Downey and Melnikov use Proposition 1.2 to show that the countably generated free abelian group is ∆ 0 2 -categorical, equivalently, that every computable copy of the countably generated free abelian group has a ∆ 0 2 basis.
3
Uncountable free groups were studied by algebraists and set theorists. Best known is Shelah's work on the Whitehead problem [31] . Two main questions which were addressed are: (1) for which cardinals λ are there λ-free groups which are not λ`-free? (2) Is it possible to axiomatise the class of free abelian groups in infinitary logic? The latter question is related to results below on the complexity of the collection of free abelian groups of a fixed cardinality. Some techniques used for the investigation of these questions are related to ones we use below. These investigations though were not concerned with questions of effectiveness. See for example [22, 6, 32] and the book [9] .
Uncountable computable algebra. The tools of traditional computability are restricted to investigating countable groups, since the basic objects that can be manipulated by computers are hereditarily finite. To be able to make sense of the questions above for uncountable groups we use an extension of computability to uncountable domains. Several approaches have been suggested (see [15] ). In this paper we use admissible computability, as described in [18] , to investigate uncountable computable model theory. This approach was successfully used in [16, 17] to investigate uncountable linear orderings. An abstract investigation of computable categoricity in this setting is given in [3, 19] .
There are several ways to describe admissible computability. Köpke [24] used Turing machines with transfinite tapes. The original way, and quickest, is to use definability. Let κ be a cardinal. The universe for κ-computability is Hpκq, the collection of all sets whose transitive closure is of size smaller than κ. A set is defined to be κ-c.e. if it is Σ 0 1 -definable over Hpκq (with parameters). A set is κ-computable if it is both κ-c.e. and co-κ-c.e.; a function is partial κ-computable if its graph is κ-c.e. The main assumption which makes computability work is that there is a κ-computable isomorphism between κ and the universe Hpκq. Most commonly this is achieved by assuming that every set in Hpκq is constructible, in which case Hpκq " L κ . Note that this holds for κ " ω, and that ω-computability is the familiar notion of Turing computability. The main tool in κ-computability is defining computable functions recursively. Formally, if I : Hpκq Ñ Hpκq is κ-computable then there is a unique function f : κ Ñ Hpκq such that for all α ă κ, f pαq " Ipf ae α q; this function is κ-computable. The main point is that even when κ is singular, f ae α P Hpκq; we say that Hpκq is admissible.
For more details on κ-computability see [30, 18] . As we mentioned above, throughout this paper we assume that V " L.
Identifying free groups. When investigating the complexity of free abelian groups we come across a closely related question: how complicated is it to tell if a given (torsion-free and abelian) group is free? Informally, the idea is that if there were some effective or definable way to take the group operation of a free group and produce a basis, we could start with any group, attempt to build a basis according to this procedure, and see if we succeed or fail. For example, for countable groups this approach, using the Downey-Melnikov procedure described above, gives an upper bound for the complexity of the collection of free groups (it is Π 0 3 , in fact complete at that level). On the other hand it stands to reason that a procedure that tells whether a given group is free can be used to get a proof of this fact, namely a basis. Thus the complexity of the two problems, of identifying free groups, and of building bases, is often related. We shall see though that in some cases this intuition does not seem to hold.
There is a natural upper bound to the complexity of the collection of free groups, namely Σ 1 1 -the defining formula is "the group has a basis". A proof that this collection is Σ 1 1 -complete would show that there is no simpler way of identifying free groups; a proof that this collection is much simpler (say first-order definable) would show that there is some kind of effective or definable procedure to find out whether a group is free, without having to divine a basis out of nowhere. Our first theorem settles the complexity of the collection of free abelian groups for regular uncountable cardinals.
Let κ be a regular uncountable cardinal.
(1) If κ is not weakly compact then the collection of free abelian groups is Σ of the computable free abelian groups is Π 0 2 -complete. We should be more formal about what we actually mean. Just as for κ " ω, if κ is regular then we can discuss the complexity of subsets of 2 κ (or κ κ ) using definability. The subset of 2 κ defined by a formula ϕ (in the language of set theory) is the collection of A Ď κ such that the structure pHpκq; P, Aq satisfies ϕ. We allow quantification over subsets of κ; for example, a Σ 1 1 formula DX ϕ holds of A if there is some B Ď κ such that pHpκq; P, A, Bq |ù ϕ. In all of these formulas we allow parameters from the structure Hpκq. We also use the usual conventions for boldface classes, to denote that we allow a fixed subset predicate.
Lightface statements of completeness are effective. We use a rich topology for 2 κ : basic open sets are specified by specifying fewer than κ bits. A partial continuous function from 2 κ to itself is defined by a functional, a set Φ of pairs pp,where p, q P 2 ăκ , and satisfying the requirement that if pp, qq, pp 1 , q 1 q P Φ and p and p 1 are comparable, then q and q 1 are also comparable; the defined function maps A P 2 κ to ΦpAq defined by q ă ΦpAq if and only if there is some p ă A such that pp,P Φ. If Φ itself is κ-c.e. then the induced function is called partial κ-computable. We remark that just as in the case κ " ω, relative κ-computability can be defined using these maps; we say that X P 2 κ is κ-computable from Y P 2 κ if f pY q " X for some partial κ-computable f .
When we say that the collection of free abelian groups is Σ 1 1 complete, we mean that for any Σ
κ there is a κ-computable function f : 2 κ Ñ 2 κ such that for all A P 2 κ , A P R if and only if f pAq is (the graph of the group operation of) a free abelian group. This also gives an index-set result: it shows that the collection of indices of partial κ-computable functions f : κ Ñ κ which are total and compute (the graph of the group operation of) a free abelian group is complete among all Σ 1 1 subsets of κ.
By boldface completeness we mean to allow an oracle. That is, Σ 1 1 -completeness stated above says that there is some A Ď κ such that the collection of free abelian groups is Σ 1 1 pAq, and for any Σ 1 1 pAq set R there is an A-computable function f which reduces R to the collection of free abelian groups. 4 Using a κ-computable listing xWαy αăκ of all κ-c.e. sets (obtained from a universal Σ 0 1 pLκq predicate), the notions of an index for a κ-computable object and of an index-set are identical to the familiar one from Turing computability.
We also remark that the first part of Theorem 1.4 can be relativised to any oracle. Namely, if the collection of free abelian groups of size κ is Σ 1 1 pAq-complete for some A P 2 κ , then it is also Σ 1 1 pBq-complete for all B P 2 κ which κ-compute A. We remark though that when we later discuss singular cardinals we cannot relativise to any oracle, as for many oracles A the structure pHpκq; P, Aq will not be admissible.
The complexity of bases. Theorem 1.4 gives us information about the complexity of bases of free groups. The fact that there is a complete Σ 1 1 subset of κ implies:
there is a κ-computable free abelian group which has no X-computable basis.
We note that the class ∆ 1 1 pL κ q is huge. It properly contains all κ-hyperarithmetic sets (under any reasonable definition of that concept), all sets in the least admissible set beyond L κ (or the least model of ZF´), and more.
One could hope for more. Can we not only avoid lower cones but code complicated information into all bases of a group? We will show that this is not the case; bases can be built by forcing and so can avoid computing even simple sets.
‚ If κ is a successor of a regular uncountable cardinal which is not weakly compact, let
(1) There is a κ-computable free abelian group, all of whose bases κ-compute D.
(2) If X ę κ D then every κ-computable free abelian group has a basis which does not κ-compute X.
In fact coding in H 1 is not complicated; we will show that for any cardinal κ there is a κ-computable free abelian group, all of whose bases compute H 1 . The proof covers κ " ω and singular cardinals as well.
Singular cardinals. Singular cardinals pose many difficulties. If κ is singular then for many sets A, pL κ , Aq is not admissible, and computability itself behaves in strange ways. For example, the ℵ ω1 -degrees above H 1 are well-ordered [11] . However L κ itself is admissible and in some cases we can say something about κ-computable groups. For example, we can code H 1 into bases of a group. In the case of cofinality ω, the complexity introduced by closed and unbounded sets disappears, and we can say more.
(1) Every ℵ ω -computable group has a H 1 -computable basis. (2) The index set of the ℵ ω -computable free abelian groups is Π 0 2 -complete. A more general theorem holds for all cardinals of cofinality ω.
Questions. We are left with several questions.
(1) Can Corollary 1.5 be strengthened? For example, is there a κ-computable group with no ∆ 1 1 pL κ q basis? We remark that for regular uncountable cardinals there is no "overspill" phenomenon.
(2) There are cases which were not covered. For example, we don't know if Corollary 1.5 holds for weakly compact cardinals. (3) What happens if V ‰ L? Recall that for computability to take a familiar form we assume that there is a κ-computable bijection between κ and the universe Hpκq. For κ " ℵ 1 this implies that all reals are constructible, but it is consistent with some subsets of ω 1 not being constructible. For κ " ℵ 2 this is a consequence of some forcing axioms (for example PFA), which imply the failure of CH. (4) What can be said about more complicated groups? Some of the results can be extended to homogeneously completely decomposable groups (see [5] ). It may be interesting to investigate the effective properties of uncountable such groups.
Preliminaries
We start with a few basic facts, most of which are well-known. We provide some details for completeness, and also because our presentation reflects a more dynamic approach than appears in literature. This will make them more convenient to use in the arguments in the rest of the paper.
Recall that throughout this paper, we assume that V " L. A general reference for torsion-free abelian groups is [13] . The fine-structure tools we use appear in [23] .
2.1. Detachment, freeness, and clubs. All groups we will discuss are abelian and torsion-free. A group G is free abelian if it has a basis: a subset B which is linearly independent ( ř m i b i " 0 implies each m i " 0, where m i P Z and b i P B) and spans G (every element of G is of the form ř m i b i for some m i P Z and b i P B). We will omit the adjective "abelian" and just call these groups free. For any infinite cardinal κ, the free group of size κ will be denoted by Z κ .
Fact 2.1. Any subgroup of a free group is free.
The following is a key notion.
If G is free then H G if and only if some basis of H can be extended to a basis of G if and only if every basis of H can be extended to a basis of G.
Fact 2.3. Suppose that G is free and that H Ď G is a subgroup. Then H detaches in G if and only if the quotient group G{H is free.
We also remark that if G is torsion-free abelian and H is a subgroup of G, then H is a pure subgroup of G if and only if G{H is torsion-free.
If H is a subgroup of a group G then we write rH, Gs to denote the interval in the lattice of subgroups: it is the collection of all subgroups K Ď G such that H Ď K.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that H detaches in G. Then H detaches in every subgroup K P rH, Gs.
Proof. If G is free then this follows from Fact 2.1 and Fact 2.3, but it also holds for arbitrary G.
and this decomposition is unique. Since h, g P K, we have k P K, so k P K 1 .
Proposition 2.5. There is a countable free group G and a (by Fact 2.1, free) pure subgroup H of G which does not detach in G, but every finitely generated pure subgroup of H does detach in G.
Proof. Let G " Z ω . Take any torsion-free, non-free countable abelian group K; fix an epimorphism from G onto K; let H be its kernel. Every finitely generated pure subgroup of H detaches in G because of Pontryagin's criterion Proposition 1.2.
We also note that Example 1.3 gives a direct construction of such groups H and G. In the notation of that example, we may set G " Z ω`1 and let H be the span of U .
A sequence xG α y αăγ of groups of some ordinal length γ is increasing if α ă β implies G α Ď G β ; it is continuous if for all limit α ă γ, G α " Ť βăα G β . A filtration of a group G is a sequenceḠ " xG α y such thatḠ is increasing and continuous, G " Ť αăγ G α , and |G α | ď |α| for all α. If γ is regular and G is a group of universe γ then all filtrations of G agree on a club; in fact, for club many α, G α " G X α. We decide that the standard filtration of a group G of universe a regular cardinal γ is defined by G α " SpanpG X αq. Definition 2.6. LetḠ " xG α y αăγ be increasing and continuous. The detachment set ofḠ is DivpḠq " tα ă γ : @β P pα, γq pG α G β qu .
If γ is regular andḠ,Ḡ 1 are two filtrations of a group of universe γ, then DivpḠq and DivpḠ 1 q agree on a club; this uses Proposition 2.4. In this case we will write DivpGq for DivpḠq, whereḠ is the standard filtration of G.
The following can essentially be found in [7] ; see [9, IV.1.7]
Proposition 2.7. Let γ be a limit ordinal and letḠ " xG α y αăγ be a filtration of a group G γ . Suppose that for all α ă γ, G α is free.
(1) If DivpḠq contains a club of γ then G γ is free.
(2) If γ is a regular cardinal and G γ is free then DivpḠq contains a club of γ.
Proof. For (2), let B be a basis for G γ . There are club many α ă γ for which G α " SpanpB X αq; each such α belongs to DivpḠq. For (1) , suppose that C Ď DivpḠq is closed and unbounded. We may assume that G 0 is the trival group and that 0 P C.
If γ is a regular cardinal and xG α y is a filtration of a group G of universe γ, then the relation G α G β is γ-c.e.; we need to search for a complement for G α in G β (when G β is free, equivalently we search for a basis of G β {G α ). We will see that for some γ this relation will be Σ 0 1 pL γ q-complete, but for other γ the relation will be γ-computable. Note that the standard filtration of G is G-computable.
Remark 2.8. Let γ be a limit ordinal; letḠ " xG α y αăγ be a filtration of a group G γ . Suppose that DivpḠq contains a club of γ. Then
One direction follows from Proposition 2.4; the other from the proof of Proposition 2.7.
2.2. Σ 1 1 completeness of finding clubs, and a class arising from the proof of square principles. We saw that identifying a free group reduces to finding club subsets of the definable set DivpGq. Thus, our stated result would imply that existence of a club subset is Σ 1 1 -complete. This is indeed the case; this was proved for κ " ω 1 by Fokina et al. in [10] . The proof generalises. We will need this fact and will need to get more information from its proof. Most material in this subsection can be found in [23] .
Here is a key notion.
Definition 2.9. For a singular ordinal α, we let spαq be the least ordinal β ě α such that there is a cofinal sequence in α of order-type smaller than α which is definable over J β .
In other words this is the first place at which we recognise that α is singular. The sets J β are Jensen's modification of the L α hierarchy which is required to make fine structure theory work (the sets J β are closed under the rudimentary functions). The details are unimportant, and for sufficiently nice ordinals α we have L α " J α anyway. We will use some basic facts which hold for both hierarchies. For example, the function α Þ Ñ J α is Σ 1 -definable in every J β for β ą α. Also, the subsets of J β which are elements of J β`1 are precisely the ones definable over J β (with parameters).
We note: ‚ The function α Þ Ñ spαq is Σ 1 -definable, and so its restriction to ordinals below a cardinal κ is partial κ-computable. The domain of this function, the set of singular ordinals below a cardinal κ, may fail to be κ-computable; it is merely κ-c.e. Note that this only happens when κ is a limit cardinal. If κ is a successor cardinal then the restriction of the function α Þ Ñ spαq to ordinals below κ is κ-computable. Definition 2.10. The class E consists of all the singular ordinals α such that for some β P pα, spαqq:
‚ J β |ù ZF´; ‚ α is the greatest cardinal of J β ; ‚ for some p P J β , J β is the least (fully) elementary substructure M ă J β such that p P M and M X α is transitive.
Suppose that α P E and let β ą α witness this fact. Then J β can be presented as the countable union
The sequence xM i y is definable over J β`1 . However, for all i, the process generating M i is definable over J β . Since β ă spαq, M i X α is bounded below α. This implies that:
‚ Each α P E has countable cofinality, and spαq " β`1. The definition of E was designed to ensure the following: Lemma 2.11. Let κ be regular and uncountable; let q P L κ`. Let M be the least elementary substructure of L κ`s uch that q P M and M X κ is transitive. Let π : M Ñ J β be the Mostowski collapse; let α " πpκq " M X κ. Then α P E, witnessed by β.
The main idea, for showing that β ă spαq, is that if γ ă α and f : γ Ñ α is J β -definable and cofinal, then the same definition over M (equivalently L κ`) gives a cofinalf : γ Ñ κ, which is impossible. It follows that if κ is regular, then E X κ is stationary in κ: for any club C of κ, consider the least elementary M ă L κ`s uch that C P M and M X κ is transitive. A similar argument gives the Σ 1 1 -completeness of containing a club. We will make use of the following tool.
Definition 2.12. Let κ be regular and uncountable, let B P 2 κ , and let @X ϕ be a Π 1 1 formula, where ϕ is first-order with parameter r P L κ .We let F pB, ϕq be the set of singular ordinals α ă κ such that r P J α , B ae α P J spαq and for all X P J spαq , pJ α , B ae α , Xq |ù ϕ.
That is, α P F pB, ϕq if we believe that the Π 1 1 property under discussion holds of pJ α , B ae α q, where we limit the second-order quantifiers to subsets of α which are only constructed at stages at which we still think that α is regular.
Lemma 2.13. Let κ be a regular cardinal, let B P 2 κ , and let @X ϕ be a Π
Proof. Let r be the parameter for ϕ.
For (1), we build a continuous and increasing sequence xM i y iăκ of elementary submodels of L κ`s uch that r, B P M 0 and α i " κ X M i is an element of κ; the set tα i : i ă κu is closed and unbounded in κ (we let α i P M i`1 ). Let π i : M i Ñ J βi be the Mostowski collapse. The argument above shows that β i ă spα i q. There is some X P M 0 X 2 κ such that pL κ , B, Xq |ù ϕ; then X ae αi " π i pXq P J βi (and B ae αi P J βi ) and pJ αi , B ae αi , X ae αi q |ù ϕ (as J βi thinks it does, and this is absolute). Hence the club tα i : i ă κu is disjoint from F pB, ϕq.
For (2), let C be a club of κ. Let M ă L κ`b e least such that r, C, B P M and M X κ P κ. Let π : M Ñ J β be the Mostowski collapse and let α " πpκq " M X κ. Then α P E X C, and spαq " β`1. Suppose that X P J β`1 X 2 α . It is definable over J β , say with parameter q. LetX be the interpretation of the same definition over M (equivalently L κ`) , with parameter π´1pqq. Then pL κ , B,Xq |ù ϕ. It follows that pJ α , B ae α , Xq |ù ϕ, so α P F pB, ϕq.
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Corollary 2.14. Let κ be a successor cardinal. The nonstationary ideal on κ (equivalently the club filter on κ) is Σ 1 1 -complete. In fact, the restriction of the nonstationary ideal to E X κ is Σ 1 1 -complete. That is, for any Σ
there is a κ-computable function f : 2 κ Ñ 2 κ such that for all Y P 2 κ , f pY q Ď E, and Y P A if and only if f pY q is nonstationary.
Proof. Let DX ϕ be the formula defining A; we let f pY q " E X F pY, ϕq. Recall that the set of singular ordinals below κ is κ-computable; this implies that E X κ is κ-computable and that F pY, ϕq is Y -computable, uniformly in Y .
A key fact that we will use for κ ě ℵ 2 is the following, which is [23, Thm.5.1].
Theorem 2.15 (Jensen).
The class E does not reflect at any singular ordinal. That is, if α is singular then E X α is nonstationary in α.
The proof of this fact is complicated. It is part of the proof of the square principle in L.
2.3. Twisting a group. The plan for proving Theorem 1.4 for the case of successor cardinals is to take a set Y Ď κ and produce a Y -computable group G such that DivpGq " κzf pY q, where f is given by Corollary 2.14. A main tool would be to take a group G α which we have already constructed, and ensure that it does not detach in G by ensuring that it does not detach in G α`1 . On the other hand we need to ensure that for all β ă α, if we already declared that we want G β to detach in G, then G β detaches in G α`1 . We need to "twist" G α without further twisting any G β for β ă α.
The idea is to use Proposition 2.5. We generalise it to possibly uncountable groups by picking out countable pieces. Proposition 2.16. Suppose that xH n y is an increasing sequence of free groups such that for all n, H n H n`1 ; so H ω " Ť n H n is free as well. There is a free group G extending H ω (with |G| " |H ω |) such that H ω ffl G but for all n, H n G. The group G can be obtained effectively from the sequence xH n y.
We write twistpxH n yq for the group G.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that H 0 is the trivial group. As in the proof of Proposition 2.7, choose subgroups K n such that
As each K n is free, we write K n " P n ' Q n , where Q n -Z. Let P " À n P n and Q " À Q n . Using Proposition 2.5 we can find a countable free group R Ě Q, such that Q ffl R, but for any n, Q ăn " À măn Q m does detach inside R. We let G " P ' R. It follows that for all n, P ' Q ăn detaches in G. As H n detaches in P ' Q ăn , and detachment is transitive, we see that each H n detaches in G.
It also follows that H ω " P ' Q does not detach in G; if H ω G then Q G and as Q Ď R Ď G we would have Q R (Proposition 2.4).
Identifying free groups
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.4.
3.1. The successor case. We prove Theorem 1.4 where κ is a successor cardinal: Theorem 3.1. Let κ be a successor cardinal. The set of free abelian groups of universe κ is Σ
. Given Y P 2 κ we (uniformly) compute an abelian group G Y which is free if and only if Y P A. To begin, we find a set U " U Y Ď EXκ, effectively obtained from Y , such that Y P A if and only if U is nonstationary (Corollary 2.14). Without loss of generality, U X κ´" H, where κ´is the cardinal predecessor of κ. The point here is that every ordinal in pκ´, κq is singular, and so E does not reflect at any ordinal in this interval (Theorem 2.15).
We will build a filtration xG α y αăκ of a group G Y such that each G α is free, and DivpxG α yq " κzU ; our desired equivalence then holds by Proposition 2.7.
We define the sequence xG α y computably in U . The construction is of course by recursion on α. In order for the construction to proceed as we will shortly describe, we will need to maintain the following:
(i) each G α is free; and
We start with G 0 being the trivial group. Taking α ă κ, we assume that G β is defined for all β ă α and that the above hypotheses hold below α.
To verify (i) and (ii) in this case we use the fact that there is a club C of α which is disjoint from U (Theorem 2.15). It follows that DivpxG β y βăα q contains a club, and so G α is free (Proposition 2.7). (ii) follows from Remark 2.8.
Note that in case 2, to perform the twist, we need a basis for G α . However we know that G α is free, so we can simply search for a basis until we find it. Identifying that B is a basis of a free group G is κ-computable.
(ii) above implies that κzU Ď DivpG Y q. However if α P U then we ensured that G α ffl G α`1 , so α R DivpG Y q. This completes the proof.
We remark that a non-effective, static construction of a ℵ 1 -free group of size ℵ 1 with a prescribed detachment set can be found in [9, IV]. That is, if for some first-order ϕ, for all X P 2 κ , pL κ , B, Xq |ù ϕ, but for all λ ă κ, for some X P 2 λ , pL λ , B ae λ , Xq |ù ϕ. For example, the least inaccessible cardinal is Π 3. An elaboration on square for inaccessible cardinals. Toward proving Theorem 3.2, we need an elaboration on the class E above and on Corollary 2.14. Consider what would go wrong if we tried to replicate the proof of Theorem 3.1 for an inaccessible cardinal κ. One problem is that E X κ is no longer κ-computable, merely κ-c.e.; we will need to address this problem in the construction below by approximating the final filtration xG α y while still building a computable group. A more serious obstacle is that E does reflect at all regular cardinals, and so unboundedly below κ. This would mean that we will not be able to ensure that all the groups G α that we build along the way are free. We need to restrict ourselves to a sparser class which will be stationary in κ but not reflect (will not be stationary in any α ă κ).
If κ is weakly compact then every stationary subset of κ reflects (being stationary is Π 1 1 ). Hence there is no hope to perform this construction in this case. And indeed, below we use this very fact to give an easy characterisation of free groups of a weakly compact size. Jensen showed that in L, this is the only problematic case.
Recall Definition 2.12 of the set F pB, ϕq.
For brevity let F " E X F pB, ϕq. Replacing E by F in the proof of Lemma 2.13 shows that the nonstationary ideal on κ, in fact its restriction to F , is Σ 1 1 pF qcomplete. Copying the construction proving Theorem 3.1 shows that the collection of free abelian groups of size κ is Σ 1 1 pF q-complete. However, this does not quite give Theorem 3.2, because F may fail to be B-computable; it is merely B-c.e. As mentioned above, we modify the construction to approximate the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let F " E X F pB, ϕq, where κ is Π 1 1 pBq-describable, witnessed by the formula @X ϕ. Let A be Σ 1 1 pBq, say defined by the formula DX ψ. Given Y P 2 κ we let U " U Y " F X F pY, ψq. If Y P A then F pY, ψq is nonstationary in κ (Lemma 2.13), and so U is nonstationary. If Y R A then by the same lemma, U is stationary, as it contains E X F ppB, Y q, ϕ^ ψq.
Again our aim is to build a group G Y of universe κ and a filtrationḠ " xG α y αăκ of G such that DivpḠq " κzU . The group G Y needs to be Y ' B-computable, uniformly in Y ; but as mentioned above, the filtrationḠ will not.
What we do have, effectively from Y ' B, is an enumeration of U : an increasing and continuous sequence xU s y săκ of sets in L κ such that U " Ť săκ U s . Namely we let U s be the collection of α P U such that spαq ă s. Again the point is that the set of singular ordinals below κ is κ-c.e.; once we see that α is singular we can effectively, from B ' Y , check whether α P U or not. Note that this means that for any cardinal λ ă κ, U λ " U X λ. For all s, U s Ď s.
We do define G Y by building a Y 'B-computable increasing sequence xH s y. The problem with copying the previous construction is that at a late stage s we may see some relatively small α enter s. Now we could twist H α inside H s`1 . But this would cause all the groups H β for β P pα, ss to be twisted inside H s`1 as well. This would result in our twisting at places outside U (and outside F ). At the very end this shouldn't matter; we could argue that the differences are washed outside some club of κ. The difficulty though is to explain why each group H γ is free. Naïvely, if t is a limit of such stages s as above, then while U X t is nonstationary in t, it is conceivable that the added twisting would cause a stationary amount of twisting, and then H ăt would fail to be free. This in fact does not happen, but we prefer to present a modified construction. Our approach is to re-index the filtration. Namely, at stage s we declare that all the groups G β for β P pα, ss are swallowed inside the new G α`1 .
So together with the sequence xH s y we define filtrationsḠ s " xG α,s y αăs of H s whose limit will be the desired filtration xG α y. So H s " G s,s . The inductive assumption that makes everything work is:
(i) each H s is free; (ii) DivpḠ s q " szU s .
(iii) For all t ă s and all β ă t, if U s ae β " U t ae β then G β,t " G β,s . Note that since U s Ď F , (ii) implies that for all limit s ă κ, DivpḠ s q contains a club of s. Suppose that these objects have been defined for all t ă s. At stage s we act as follows.
for all α ă s and G s,s " H s . In this case ensuring that (i), (ii) and (iii) above hold for s is immediate.
Suppose that U s ‰ U s´1 ; let α be the least element of U s zU s´1 . For all β ď α, we let G β,s " G β,s´1 . By induction, G α,s H s´1 . Write H s´1 as the direct sum G α,s ' K s . Find a cofinal ω-sequence xα n y in α disjoint from U s . We let G α`1,s " twistpxG αn,s yq ' K s . So G α`1,s Ą H s´1 , and G α,s does not detach in G α`1,s ; but for all β P αzU s´1 " αzU s , G β,s G α`1,s .
We then go on defining G β,s for β P pα`1, ss as in the previous construction, twisting on elements of U s and adding copies of Z outside U s , taking unions at limit levels; we let H s " G s,s .The verification of (i) and (ii) proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, again using the fact that U s does not reflect at any β ď s. (iii) holds by our instructions. Case 2: s is a limit ordinal. Let γ " sup β ă s : Dt ă s`U t ae β " U s ae β˘( . For all β ă γ we let G β,s " lim tÑs G β,t ; the limit exists by (iii), and this definition ensures that (iii) holds at s as well. Further, we claim that H ăs " Ť tăs H t actually equals G γ,s " Ť βăγ G β,s . This is because for each t ă s there is some r P pt, sq and some α ă γ which enters U at stage r; at stage r we define G α`1,r to extend H t . Now by induction, for all β ă γ, G β,s is free. We show that (ii) holds: DivpxG β,t y βăγ q equals γzU s ; this uses the fact that U s " Ť tăs U t . For if β P U t for some t ă s then the construction ensures that for all r P rt, sq, G β,r ffl G β`1,r . And if β R U s then for all t P pβ, sq, for all α P pβ, tq, G β,t G α,t ; for each α P pβ, sq we can find some t P pβ, sq such that G α,t " G α,s and G β,t " G β,s .
Finally, the fact that U s does not reflect at s implies that G γ,s is free. Now as at the successor case, we continue building the sequence xG β,s y for β P pγ, sq (if γ ă s) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, using U s , and let H s " G s,s .
This completes the construction; applying the argument above to s " κ completes the proof. Also note that for all α ă κ, |G α | ď |α|, as for each cardinal λ ă κ, U λ " U ae λ ; this implies that for all β ă λ, G β " G β,λ .
3.4.
The weakly compact case. We turn to the proof of Theorem 1.4 (2) . Unlike the previous cases, here we not only have to prove hardness, but also membership in the class. This membership follows from an easy characterisation. The boldface version of the following proposition (which applies to weakly compact cardinals) was observed by A. Mekler in his Ph.D. thesis. Proposition 3.4. Let κ be an inaccessible cardinal, let G be a group of universe κ, and suppose that κ is Π 1 1 pGq-indescribable. Then G is free if and only if every subgroup of G of size smaller than κ is free.
Note that under our assumption that V " L, every subgroup of such a group G of size less than κ is an element of L κ (we say that it is κ-finite). The collection of κ-finite free groups is κ-c.e. (as usual, search for a basis; every basis is κ-finite). This shows that for any B P 2 κ , if κ is Π 1 1 pBq-indescribable then the index-set of the B-computable free groups is Π 0 2 pBq. If κ is weakly compact, this shows that the collection of all free abelian groups of size κ is Π 0 2 pL κ q. Proof of Proposition 3.4. Recall that the standard filtration of G is defined by letting G α " SpanpG X αq, and that we let DivpGq be the detachment set given by this standard filtration.
Let λ ď κ be regular. First note that if λ is closed under the group operation
Consider the Σ 1 1 sentence ψ which for such λ ď κ, says that: ‚ for all α ă λ, G α is free (has a basis in L λ ); and ‚ DivpG λ q contains a club. For such λ, pL λ , G λ q |ù ψ if and only if G λ is free. By indescribability, if G is not free then there is some regular λ ă κ such that G λ " G ae λ and pL λ , G ae λ q |ù ψ.
Assuming that κ is weakly compact, as observed, this implies that the index set of the computable free abelian groups on κ is Π 0 2 . However above the halting problem we can save a quantifier. Proof. First we show that freeness is indeed Π 0 1 pH 1 q. The point is that if λ ă κ is a cardinal and H P L λ is a subgroup of G, then H is free if and only if H has a basis in L λ . So Proposition 3.4 implies that G is free if and only if for all cardinals λ, L λ sees that every λ-finite subgroup of G is free. The set of cardinals is κ-computable from (indeed κ-equi-computable with) the complete Σ 0 1 pL κ q set H 1 .
For completeness, we first observe that the collection of free abelian groups on κ is ∆ 0 1 -hard; this only requires fixing two groups, one free and one not. Now let A Ď 2 κ be Π Proof. We have already observed that it is Π 0 2 . We prove hardness. The argument for Proposition 3.5 shows that it is sufficient to prove Σ 0 1 -hardness. Let A be a κ-c.e. set; we describe a procedure yielding, given α ă κ, a κ-computable group G " Gpαq such that Gpαq is free if and only if α P A.
The idea is to follow the construction of the proof of theorem Theorem 3.1 up to the next cardinal α`(the least cardinal λ such that α ă λ). We twist along E (Definition 2.10) as long as we don't see α enter A. The point is that α P A if and only if L α`| ù α P A, and that E is stationary in α`but not between α and α`. So α P A if and only if and only if at some point below α`we stop twisting altogether. Once we get to α`we cannot continue the construction. Of course, effectively, we don't know that we reached α`, so we keep waiting to tell whether it is in E or not; to prevent us from producing a partial group, on the side we keep building a copy of Z κ to add to our group.
Here are the details more formally. Fix a κ-effective enumeration xA s y of A; A s is the set of x ă s such that J s sees that x P A. For any cardinal λ, L λ ă Σ1 L κ , so for any cardinal λ, A λ " A X λ.
Fix α ă κ. Computably we build an increasing and continuous sequence of groups xH β y βPrα,α`s and a continuous and non-decreasing function f : rα, κq Ñ α``1. We then let G s " H f psq ' Z s for all s P rα, κs. This is done so that the sequence xG s y is increasing, continuous and κ-computable, so G " G κ is a κ-computable group. At every stage we increase f by at most one, so for all t P rα, κs, the range of f ae rα,tq is an initial segment of rα, α`s; so to define the groups H β we define the group H f ptq whenever we increase f .
We start with H α being the trivial group, and f pαq " α. Now let t P pα, κs, and suppose that f psq and H f psq have been defined for all s P rα, tq. Now there are several options.
Case 1: t is a limit ordinal. We let f ptq " sup sPrα,tq f psq. If f is constant on a final segment of t then H f ptq is already defined. Otherwise we let H f ptq " Ť sPrα,tq H f psq . In the other cases, t is a successor ordinal; let β " f pt´1q. Case 2: β is a successor ordinal. We let f ptq " β`1 and H β`1 " H β ' Z. Case 3: β is a limit ordinal and t ă spβq. (Of course this includes the case that β is a regular cardinal, which will be α`). We let f ptq " β. Case 4: β is a limit ordinal and t " spβq. We let f ptq " β`1. In this case, by induction, H β is free; we search for a basis and find it. Also by induction, DivpxH γ y γPrα,βcontains γzE, and so contains a club.
If β P E and α R A t then we twist: we find a sequence xβ n y cofinal in β and disjoint from E, and let H β`1 " twistpxH βn yq.
If β R E, or α P A t , we let H β`1 " H β ' Z. This concludes the construction. By induction we can see that range f " rα, α`s. By induction we see that for all β P rα, α`q, H β is free, and that if α P A then DivpxH β yq contains a final segment of α`, and otherwise equals rα, α`qzE, which does not contain a club. Hence α P A if and only if H α`i s free if and only if G is free.
Remark 3.7. What about Π 0 2 pBq-completeness for oracles B which do not compute H 1 ? We do not know much, but we can show that if B is low and κ is inaccessible and Π 1 1 -indescribable then the index set of the B-computable free abelian groups is Π 0 2 pBq-complete in a strong sense: there is a κ-computable (not merely computable in B) function f which reduces the complete Π 0 2 pBq-set to the set of κ-computable (not just B-computable) free abelian groups.
As above it suffices to prove Σ 0 1 pBq-hardness. We sketch the argument. Let α ă κ; we effectively build a κ-computable group G which is free if and only if α P B 1 . Fix a κ-computable approximation xB We combine ingredients from previous constructions. We define an increasing and continuous sequence xH β y βěα , and along with it an approximation to a filtration xG β y βěα as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. As this is a sketch we ignore this approximation and discuss the final result xG β y. This is done so that G β is twisted inside G β`1 if and only if β P E, we see that G β is free, and α R B 1 s for all s in some final segment of β. As long as these conditions do not hold we keep "puffing up" the group with copies of Z so that in the end we do get a κ-computable group; see for example the proof of Theorem 4.10 below.
Why does this work? Suppose first that α R B 1 . We will show that for some λ ă κ, G λ is not free. Fix some β such that α R B 1 s for all s ě β, and assume that G β is free. Then we twist at every γ P rβ, β`q X E, which shows that G β`i s not free.
Suppose that α P B 1 . Since β P B 1 s for all s in a final segment of κ, eventually we stop twisting; we just need to show that each G β is free, that is, the construction does not die prematurely. Since we only twist along E, the first non-free group could only appear at regular cardinal stages λ ă κ. Fix such λ. To show (inductively) that G λ is free, we consider the set C of β ă κ such that cofinally in β we see stages s such that α P B 1 s . At no stage s P C do we twist. The set C is certainly closed, and C X λ is cofinal in λ because it is κ-computable (with parameter smaller than λ) and C is cofinal in κ.
Coding into bases of free groups
Corollary 1.5 says that if κ is a successor cardinal then no reasonable oracle suffices to compute a basis for every computable free abelian group. The situation for inaccessible cardinals remains unclear. In this section we tackle the other direction: what can be coded into all bases of some free abelian group? That is, for which sets D P 2 κ can we find a κ-computable free abelian group, every basis of which κ-computes D? This is the content of Theorem 1.6, which we prove in this section. In brief, our results say that:
‚ H
1 can always be coded; ‚ an upper bound on the sets that can be coded is the degree of DivpGq, which is always H 2 -computable, but sometimes H 1 -computable; ‚ in many cases, this upper bound can be realised.
4.1.
The limits of coding. Computing bases of a free group is equivalent to computing clubs through the detachment set. The following is an effective version of Proposition 2.7. The proof is the same. Lemma 4.1. Let κ be regular and uncountable; let G be a κ-computable free abelian group, and letḠ " xG α y αăκ be a κ-computable filtration of G.
The collection of bases of G and the collection of club subsets of DivpḠq are κ-Medvedev equivalent. That is, there are partial κ-computable functions f, g : 2 κ Ñ 2 κ such that for every basis B of G, f pBq is a club through DivpḠq; and for every club subset C of DivpḠq, gpCq is a basis of G.
The detachment set is the limit of possible coding into bases.
Theorem 4.2. Let κ be regular and uncountable, and let G be a κ-computable group. For any X P 2 κ which is not κ-computable from DivpGq, there is a basis of G which does not κ-compute X.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.2 uses effective forcing. It is a generalisation of the forcing notion used to shoot a club through a stationary subset of ω 1 [1] . Of course working effectively we do not actually extend the universe, so we will use the fact that the detachment set does contain a club (as G is free). Fix a regular uncountable cardinal κ and a κ-computable free group G.
The notion of forcing P " PpGq we use is the collection of all closed and bounded subsets of DivpGq. The ordering is by end-extension: D extends C if D Ě C and D X max C`1 " C. Note that P is κ-computable from DivpGq.
While P is not κ-closed, it satisfies a weaker form of closure which will still allow us to build a sufficiently generic filter in κ many steps. It is κ-strategically closed. This means that playing against an opponent, we have a strategy to stay inside P when alternating extending conditions in plays of length ă κ, as long as we get to play at limit stages. In detail, fix a club D Ď DivpGq. For C P P let gpCq " CYtmin Dzpmax C`1qu. That is, add to C the next element of D beyond max C. If γ ă κ is a limit ordinal and xC α y αăγ is a sequence of extending conditions in P (if β ą α then C β extends C α in P) such that for any even ordinal α ă γ, C α`1 " gpC α q, then letting C ăγ " Ť αăγ C α , the condition C γ " C ăγ Ytsup C ăγ u is a condition in P and extends each C α . The point of course is that sup C ăγ P DivpGq, as it is in D. In this way we can (within L) build a filter of P meeting any prescribed collection of κ many dense subsets of P.
Fix X ę κ DivpGq. Let H be a filter, sufficiently generic over X; let A " Ť H. This is a closed subset of DivpGq. One kind of dense set we meet ensures that A is unbounded in κ; we can always extend conditions beyond any point below κ, as DivpGq is unbounded. It remains to show that X ę κ A. The argument is similar to the one used for effective Cohen forcing: if H is 1-generic over Y and Y is noncomputable then Y ę T H; here we need DivpGq as a base to compute P. Let Φ be a κ-c.e. functional, and let C 0 P P. If there is some C P P extending C 0 such that ΦpCq K X we take such an extension. Otherwise, we claim that C 0 already forces divergence: there is some β ă κ such that for all C P P extending C 0 , ΦpC, βqÒ. For if not, then using P (and so using DivpGq) we can κ-compute X by ranging over extensions of C 0 and applying Φ.
Coding 0
1 . It is not hard to encode H 1 . It is possible in all cases, including singular cardinals and ω. Theorem 4.3. Let κ be any infinite cardinal. There is a κ-computable free abelian group, every basis of which computes H 1 .
Proof. Begin by constructing a free group on κ generators tb α u for α ă κ. If at stage s ă κ we see α entering H 1 , at that stage we introduce a new generator equal to b α {2.
Let B be a basis of the resulting group G. For each α there is a finite subset B α of B such that b α P SpanpB α q, and such a set can be found computably from B; note that the function α Þ Ñ b α is κ-computable. Because B α is P -independent, α P H 1 if and only if 2 divides b α in SpanpB α q. Note that even in the case κ " ω determining this is computable, looking at the coefficients of b α in terms of the generators in B α .
A-priori, for any regular uncountable κ, for any κ-computable group G, DivpGq is H 2 -computable. Theorem 4.2 shows that if κ is a cardinal for which DivpGq is H 1 -computable for every κ-computable free group G, then Theorem 4.3 is optimal for this κ. In this subsection we outline a number of cases in which this holds. Proposition 4.4. Suppose that κ is a regular uncountable cardinal which is not the successor of a non-weakly-compact regular uncountable cardinal. Then for any κ-computable free group G, DivpGq is H 1 -computable.
Toward finding the complexity of DivpGq, we investigate the complexity of detachment among κ-finite free groups. Fix a regular uncountable cardinal κ. Recall that "κ-finite" just means "an element of L κ ". We first observe that given a κ-finite group K and a subgroup H, we can effectively find a κ-finite copy of K{H. Using Fact 2.3, this implies:
Lemma 4.5. The collection of κ-finite free abelian groups is κ-computably equivalent to the collection of κ-finite pairs pK, Hq such that K is free and H is a subgroup of K which detaches in K.
Note that these sets are κ-c.e., and so are H 1 -computable. This implies that for any κ-computable free group G, DivpGq is Π 0 2 pL κ q, and so as promised, H 2 -computable.
To prove Proposition 4.4 we consider several cases, which together cover all cardinals to which the proposition applies:
(1) κ is the successor of a weakly compact cardinal; (2) κ " ω 1 ; (3) κ is the successor of a singular cardinal; (4) κ is inaccessible. For cases (1)-(3), the proposition follows immediately from the following: Proposition 4.6. Suppose that κ falls under cases (1)- (3) . Then the collection of κ-finite free groups is κ-computable.
Proof. First, we consider cases (1) and (2) .
Let H be a κ-finite (torsion free, abelian) group. Let κ´be the cardinal predecessor of κ. By adding a copy of Z κ´w e may assume that |H| " κ´. Effectively we can find a group K with universe κ´which is isomorphic to H. Now we use the fact that in both cases, the collection of free groups on κ´is first-order definable over κ´. If κ " ω 1 , then we know that the collection of free groups on ω is Π 0 3 ; by Theorem 1.4, if κ´is weakly compact, then the collection of free groups on κ´is Π 0 2 pL κ q. In both cases, whether pL κ´, Kq satisfies this definition can be effectively computed within L κ .
Next we consider case (3). The proof relies on Shelah's singular compactness theorem [32] , see also [8] . Let κ be the successor of a singular cardinal. Shelah's theorem says that (like in the weakly compact case), a group of size κ´is free if and only if every subgroup of strictly smaller cardinality is free.
Because the collection of κ´-finite free groups is definable over L κ´( it is κ´-c.e.), it is κ-finite. We know that the collection of κ-finite free groups is κ-c.e., so it suffices to show it is also κ-co-c.e. For a κ-finite group K, the collection of all κ-finite subgroups of K cardinality smaller than κ´is κ-computable (uniformly in K); for each such group H, we can effectively find a κ´-finite groupĤ isomorphic to H, and then see whether it is free or not.
We turn to case (4). The following lemma will be also useful later, when we discuss singular cardinals. Recall that if H is a subgroup of a group G then we write rH, Gs to denote the collection of all subgroups K Ď G such that H Ď K.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a free abelian group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Then H G if and only if H K for all K P rH, Gs such that |K| " |H|.
Proof. Given Proposition 2.4, it suffices to show that if H ffl G then there is some K P rH, Gs with |K| " |H| such that H ffl K. Let B be a basis of G. Let C Ď B be a subset of size |H| such that H Ď SpanpCq; let K " SpanpCq.
Proof of Proposition 4.4 in the inaccessible case. Suppose that κ is inaccessible. We use Lemma 4.7. We are given a κ-finite subgroup H of G, and want to know whether H G or not. First, we use H 1 to find a regular cardinal λ ă κ such that H P L λ . With parameter λ we can computably check, given a κ-finite subgroup K P rH, Gs of size smaller than λ, whether H K or not: we search for an isomorphism g from K to a λ-finite group grKs, and ask whether grHs detaches in grKs; since both grKs and grHs are λ-finite, the search for this detachment is performed within L λ , and so is bounded.
Hence, after finding λ, we can ask H 1 the following Σ 0 1 question, equivalent to H ffl G: is there a κ-finite K P rH, Gs and an injective function g from K into some α ă λ such that in L λ , grHs ffl grKs?
2 . To finish the proof of Theorem 1.6, we consider the case in which not only DivpGq can be made to be equivalent to H 2 , but we can code H 2 into all bases of a group; so again in this case our results are tight. such that pκ´, Aq is a well-founded model of ZF´`pV " Lq`ϕ. Well foundedness is first-order definable in pκ´, Aq, as we only quantify over functions from ω Ñ κ´; as κ´is regular, all of these are κ´-finite; so this question is Σ 1 1 pL κ´q . Now for the general case, we take a Σ 0 1 formula ϕ and a parameter β ă κ. Effectively, in L κ , we can find a well-ordering B on κ´isomorphic to β. Our Σ 1 1 pBq question now asks for some relation A on κ´and an embedding of pκ´, Bq into the initial segment of pκ´, Aq determined by some x P κ´such that pκ´, Aq |ù ZF´`pV " Lq`ϕpxq.
To B we can add a fixed C Ď κ´such that the collection of free abelian groups is Σ 1 1 pCq-complete, and so given ϕpβq find a group G on κ´which is free if and only if L κ |ù ϕpβq. Corollary 4.9. Suppose that κ is a successor of a regular cardinal which is not weakly compact. There is a partial κ-computable function which takes as input a κ-finite free abelian group H and a Σ 0 1 formula ϕ (with parameters in L κ ) and outputs a κ-finite free abelian group BlackBoxpH, ϕq in which H detaches if and only if ϕ holds in L κ .
Proof. Given H and ϕ, first use Proposition 4.8 to get a κ-finite group K (of size κ´) which is free if and only if ϕ holds in L κ . Now the idea is to let G " BlackBoxpH, ϕq be a free extension of H such that K -G{H, and then refer to Fact 2. 3 .
Technically what we do is find a surjection f from some copy G of Z κ´o nto K, ensuring that the kernel of f has size κ´; this can be achieved using the freeness of Z κ´. Since a subgroup of a free group is free, the kernel of f is isomorphic to Z κ´, and so to H. Renaming the elements of G we can thus assume that H " ker f .
Theorem 4.10. Suppose that κ is a successor of a regular cardinal which is not weakly compact. There is a κ-computable free group, all bases of which compute H 2 .
Proof. We start with a Π 0 2 -complete set P such that for any X P 2 κ , if P is X-c.e. then it is X-computable. For example let P be the join of a Π 0 2 -complete setP and the collection of all bounded initial segments of H 1 : if X enumerates P then it computes H 1 , and thenP is both X-c.e. and X-co-c.e.
Our plan is as follows. For each α ă κ, we will uniformly fix a κ-finite free group Hpαq and produce a κ-computable free group Gpαq Ą Hpαq such that Hpαq detaches in Gpαq if and only if α P P . Our group will be G " À αăκ Gpαq. We will now argue that the set of α such that Hpαq detaches in Gpαq is c.e. relative to any basis of G.
In the construction of Gpαq we will produce a κ-computable filtration xG s pαqy săκ , with G 0 pαq " Hpαq. Having done that, we let G s " À αăs G s pαq for each s ă κ. ThenḠ " xG s y săκ is a filtration of G. By Lemma 4.1, from any basis of G we effectively obtain a club subset C of DivpḠq.
We claim that if s P DivpḠq and α ă s, then Hpαq Gpαq if and only if Hpαq G s pαq. For one direction, we have that if Hpαq Gpαq, then Hpαq G t pαq for every t ă κ. Conversely, since α ă s, G s pαq G s by definition of G s , and since s P DivpḠq, G s G, so by transitivity of detachment, G s pαq G. So if Hpαq G s pαq, we have that Hpαq G, and so Hpαq detaches inside every subgroup of G, including Gpαq.
Since Hpαq G s pαq is a Σ 0 1 relation, we can thus enumerate P from C by enumerating all α such that Hpαq G s pαq for some s P C with s ą α.
It remains only to uniformly construct the Gpαq and their filtrations. Fix α, and let Hpαq be some fixed copy of Z κ´. Fix ψ, a bounded-quantifier formula which is the matrix of a definition of P :
For s ď κ, let ℓ s " ℓ s pαq, the "length of witnessing" of the potential membership of α in P , to be ℓ s " sup tγ ă s : p@x ă γqpDy ă sq ψpα, x, yqu .
The sequence xℓ s y săκ is κ-computable. The sequence xℓ s y sďκ is non-decreasing and continuous. And α P P if and only if ℓ κ " κ if and only if the sequence xℓ s y săκ is unbounded in κ. Further, α P P if and only if for all s ă κ, ℓ s ă ℓ κ ; for if α R P , then xℓ s y săκ is eventually constant; this follows from the fact that κ is a regular cardinal: if ℓ κ ă κ then there is some s ă κ such that for all β ă ℓ κ there is some y ă s such that ψpα, β, yq holds.
The idea is the following. Given a length ℓ s , we extend G s pαq to potentially twist Hpαq, to be untangled when we discover a greater length ℓ t ą ℓ s .
We give the formal details. For each β ă κ, using Corollary 4.9, let K β " BlackBoxpHpαq, "Ds pℓ s ą βq"q.
Each group K β is free, Hpαq Ă K β , and Hpαq detaches in K β if and only if ℓ κ ą β. The sequence of groups xK β y βăκ is κ-computable. By taking isomorphic copies, we may assume that
For each β ă ℓ κ , since Hpαq detaches in K β , we can effectively find a complement V β for Hpαq inside K β . Note that the function β Þ Ñ V β is only partial κ-computable (uniformly in α), as the set tpα, βq : β ă ℓ κ pαqu is κ-c.e. but not κ-computable. At each stage t ă κ we will have found V β for all β ă ℓ t .
We now define the sequence of groups G t pαq for t ď κ. Let U " U pαq be the set of limit ordinals t ď κ such that for all s ă t, ℓ s ă ℓ t . (Recall that α P P if and only if κ P U pαq.)
For brevity, for t ď κ let
Here Z t is some fixed copy of that group such that Z s Ď Z t if s ă t. We define:
Note that G 0 pαq " Hpαq as promised. Also note that the function t Þ Ñ G t pαq (restricted to t ă κ) is κ-computable. We need to ensure that this sequence of groups is increasing and continuous. Fix s ă t ď κ; we show that G s pαq Ă G t pαq. First note that since Hpαq Ă K ℓs , it suffices to show that K ℓs ' R s Ă G t pαq. There are two cases:
‚ If ℓ t " ℓ s then t R U . In this case the result follows from the fact that R s Ă R t . ‚ If ℓ s ă ℓ t then K ℓs ' R s Ă Hpαq ' R t , and since Hpαq Ă K ℓt , we see that K ℓs ' R s Ă G t pαq regardless of whether t P U or not. Finally, suppose that t ď κ is a limit ordinal; we need to ensure that G t pαq " Ť săt G s pαq. But this follows from the fact that R t " Ť săt R s ; we always have Hpαq " G 0 pαq Ă Ť săt G s pαq, which takes care of the case t P U ; if t R U then K ℓt " K ℓs for some s ă t such that s R U , and so K ℓt Ă Ť săt G s pαq. We remark that this static description of the construction, while precise, does mask a little our intentions, which are described dynamically. At a stage s R U , we have Hpαq potentially twisted in G s pαq (as it is potentially twisted inside K ℓs ). It remains this way until we discover some t ą s at which we see that ℓ t ą ℓ s . We then discover that Hpαq was not in fact twisted inside G s pαq, and we (potentially) retwist it again inside G t pαq, via K ℓt .
Finally, we need to show that Hpαq detaches in Gpαq " G κ pαq if and only if α P P . But we observed that α P P if and only if κ P U . If κ P U then certainly Hpαq G κ pαq. If κ R U then ℓ κ ă κ and Hpαq does not detach in K ℓκ , and as K ℓκ G κ pαq, we get Hpαq ffl G κ pαq. For the following, we generalise the definition of weak truth-table reducibility in terms of bounding the use function. If Φ is a κ-functional and ΦpY q " X, then for all β ă κ we define the use of this reduction to be the least γ such that pY ae γ , X ae β q P Φ. We say that Y κ-wtt computes X if there is such a functional for which the use function is bounded by a κ-computable function.
Theorem 4.11. Let κ be inaccessible. Then the collection of κ-finite free abelian groups κ-computes H 1 , but does not κ-wtt compute H 1 (and so is not 1-complete for the class Σ 0 1 pL κ q). Proof. Let α ă κ; we want to find out whether α P H 1 or not. We start building an increasing and continuous sequence of groups xG β y βPrα,α`s , always twisting at β P E. That is, we start with G α being trivial. We take unions at limit stages. At successors of successors we add a copy of Z. Suppose that β ą α is a limit ordinal and G β is already defined. We consult our oracle to see if G β is free. If it is, then β will be singular, and so we can wait for spβq and observe if β P E or not; if so we twist G β inside G β`1 ; otherwise we do not. The arguments above show that G β is free if and only if β ă α`. So once we see that G β is not free, we know that β " α`, and we can consult L α`t o see whether α P H 1 or not.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that the set of free abelian groups κ-wtt computes H 1 ; let Ψ be a reduction. Let λ ă κ be a successor of a singular cardinal, sufficiently large so that the parameter used to compute Ψ is in L λ . Then the restriction of Ψ to L λ is in fact a λ-computable reduction of H 1 pL λ q to the set of λ-finite abelian groups; this contradicts Proposition 4.6.
Singular cardinals
Recall that even when κ is singular, L κ is admissible and κ-computability makes sense. When analysing groups with universe κ, though, we need to take care, as the notion of filtration is not as robust. In general, if pL κ , Gq is not admissible, then it is likely that some bounded subsets of G generate subgroups which are unbounded. This does not happen when pL κ , Gq is admissible (for example, when G is κ-computable), as there is a κ-computable function from Bˆω onto SpanpBq. In particular, when G is κ-computable, for any cardinal λ ă κ, G ae λ is a subgroup of G.
In the absence of well-behaved filtrations we consider the general detachment set, restricted to κ-finite subgroups. Fix a singular cardinal κ and a κ-computable group G. First, for a κ-finite subgroup H of G, let rH, Gs bdd " rH, Gs X L κ be the collection of κ-finite subgroups of G extending H; and then let Div bdd pGq be the collection of all κ-finite subgroups H of G which detach in every subgroup in rH, Gs bdd . Let 0 denote the trivial group.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that every κ-finite subgroup of G is free. Then the detachment set Div bdd pGq is cofinal in r0, Gs bdd : every κ-finite subgroup H of G has an extension in Div bdd pGq.
Proof. First, note that non-detachment is witnessed at the same cardinality. That is, if H is a κ-finite subgroup of G which is not in Div bdd pGq, then there is some K P rH, Gs bdd of size |H| in which H does not detach. To see this simply apply Lemma 4.7 to H and the group G ae λ , where λ ă κ is regular and sufficiently large to include H, the parameter used for the computable definition of G, and a κ-finite subgroup of G in which H does not detach.
Fix some κ-finite subgroup H R Div bdd pGq; let λ " |H|`. Recall that with parameter λ, computing detachment among groups of size ă λ is κ-computable (see the proof of Proposition 4.4 in the inaccessible case): to tell whether some κ-finite group K detaches in another one P of size ă λ, find a bijection g from P to some α ă λ and then see if in L λ we can see a complement for grHs in grP s.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that H has no extension in Div bdd pGq. Now we construct a κ-computable filtrationH " xH i y iăλ of a κ-finite group H λ as follows. Starting with H 0 " H, given H i we find some H i`1 P rH i , Gs bdd of size |H| " λí n which H i does not detach. By the paragraph before, such H i`1 can be found κ-effectively. This ensures that for all limit j ď λ, the sequenceH ae j is κ-finite and so H j " Ť iăj H i is κ-finite. Here again we crucially used the assumption that G is κ-computable.
Now we reached our contradiction: by assumption, H λ is free. But DivpHq is empty, contradicting the fact that it must contain a club of λ (Proposition 2.7)).
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that cfpκq " ℵ 0 . Then a κ-computable group G is free if and only if every κ-finite subgroup of G is free.
Again notice that this is stronger than Shelah's singular compactness theorem, as there are many countable subgroups of G which are not κ-finite.
Proof. Suppose that every κ-finite subgroup of G is free. Let xκ n y be a cofinal sequence in κ. Define a sequence
such that each K i P Div bdd pGq and G ae κn Ď H n ; for example we can simply let H n be the subgroup generated by K n´1 Y G ae κn . So G " Ť n K n and each K n detaches in K n`1 ; the familiar process now gives a basis of G.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that X ě κ H 1 computes a cofinal ω-sequence in κ. Then every κ-computable free group has an X-computable basis.
Proof. The sequence xK n y from the proof of Proposition 5.2 is computable from H 1 and the sequence xκ n y, which is H 1 -computable; as in Proposition 4.4, Div bdd pGq is H 1 -computable.
So for example, if κ ă ℵ κ (for example κ " ℵ ω ), then every κ-computable free group has a H 1 -computable basis: the set of cardinals is H 1 -computable, and a cofinal sequence f : ω Ñ α (where κ " ℵ α ) is κ-finite. 
